There is even the implication that Edinburgh had surpassed Athens and that the replacement was in some ways superior to the original. This is found, almost inevitably, in "Grecian" Williams's description of the topography of the two cities, when he writes that the view of Athens from the sea "is extremely like Edinburgh from the Firth of Forth, though certainly the latter is considerably superior."'1 Moreover, the image was not simply related to the locality and the architecture but also to the people. Members of Edinburgh's elite society were the "Modern Athenians" whom Benjamin Crombie celebrated in a series of publications in the 1830s and 1840s. 16 This idea of the modernity of Edinburgh, and its relationship to Athens, is worth considering in a little more detail, not least because at the very time that Edinburgh was discussing the appropriateness of the Athenian analogy, Greece was embarking on a bloody war of independence that led eventually to the creation of the modern Greek state. Architecturally, one result of that in the 1830s and later was the remodeling of Athens in a conscious quest for an appropriate identity that would be both "equal with the ancient fame and glory of the city and worthy of the century in which we live."17 There is very little indication, however, that the motivation in Edinburgh had anything to do with contemporary events in Greece, far less the architecture of the new Greek capital, which was being built at much the same time as Edinburgh's Grecian buildings. There is no doubt that there was awareness, sympathy, and even active support for the Greek cause, but the cause itself was not the motivation behind Edinburgh's quest for identity.18 Edinburgh's concept of Athens was rooted in the Enlightenment tradition of Scottish historiography and in an enthusiasm for the classical past.
Historiography had been a major obsession of the Scottish Enlightenment. David Hume's famous dictum, "This is the historical age and we are the historical people,"19 was a reference to the importance of history in Scotland's attempts to understand itself in the years following the Union of Parliaments with England in 1707. One result of this was what has been termed "conjectural history," that is, a historiography that was based on the idea of the progress and development of peoples, which could be understood by cross-cultural reference, allowing the lessons of one people in a particular time to inform our understanding of a different people in another time. For example, the historian John Logan explained the move from barbarity to civilization in the following terms:
The first institutions take their origins from violence and disorder. The depredations and robbery committed in barbarous times naturally lead to leagues and confederacies, for common safety and defence. Such an union among the five nations of Canada gave them an ascendant over one half of America. 20 That kind of historiographical method makes the idea of interpreting Edinburgh in terms of Athens quite understandable, and, given the city's record of achievement from the mid eighteenth to the early nineteenth century, the idea that Edinburgh had actually supplanted Athens and become the "modern Athens" also begins to make sense. This, of course, brings us back to the real modern Athens. The implications of Edinburgh's claim, occasionally made explicit by people like Williams, was that modern Edinburgh was superior to modern Athens and the worthy successor to the Periclean heritage. In this, Edinburgh fitted into the general British attitude of the time. Certainly, one author has specifically identified Williams, who was so important to the Athenian pretensions of Edinburgh, as someone who was entirely unsympathetic to the plight of the modern Greeks: "He brought back from his travels the single judgement that he was proud to be British, and the wish to erect a facsimile of the Parthenon at Edinburgh." 21 It could be argued that, historiographically, at least, the idea of identifying Edinburgh with Athens was anything but modern because it was based on a historical method, conjectural history, that belonged firmly to the eighteenth century. However, it is one of the main strands of the argument presented here that the idea was indeed based in the eighteenth century and was the culmination of tendencies that can be traced back at least sixty or seventy years. The new history of the early nineteenth century was somewhat different, more antiquarian and even more romantic.22 This antiquarian approach also had an architectural significance in that it underlay the emerging Scots Baronial style of architecture. The relationship between Scots Baronial and the Greek Revival is considered below, and the main line of argument is developed to show that, despite being historiographically redundant, the Greek Revival in general and the notion of the "Modern Athens" in particular continued to have relevance.
Not everyone was comfortable with this conceit. Lord Cockburn, one of the great observers of the customs and manners of the citizens of Edinburgh in the first half of the nineteenth century, dismissed the idea as "a piece of affected flattery,"23 and English writers, or, more specifically, London writers, were particularly scathing about this upstart city's pretensions. Robert Mudie, who visited Edinburgh at the time of George IV's visit in 1822, launched a vituperative attack on what he saw as the failings of both the "Modern Athens" and its citizens, covering everything from architecture to literature.24 Thomas Love Peacock, writing in 1829, was even more dismissive in his Crotchet Castle, in which one of the characters says: "You call yourself Athenians while you know nothing that the Athenians thought worth knowing, and dare not show your noses before the civilised world in the practice of any one art in which they were excellent. Modern Athens sir! The assumption is a personal affront to every man who has a Sophocles in his library. "25 However, this mixture of unease, ridicule, and metropolitan pique has not seriously affected the Athenian myth in Edinburgh's history, and this is at least partly because of the buildings that were erected in the city in the first half of the nineteenth century (most of which had not been built at the time many of the criticisms were made). Because, whatever the original justification for linking the city with Athens, it is now seen as a reflection of Edinburgh's importance in the history of the Greek Revival. Architectural historians tend to use the epithet "Athens of the North" as a convenient term to describe Edinburgh in the period when most of its great classical monuments and public buildings were erected. The nonarchitectural background is acknowledged and can easily be accommodated. The topographical similarities can be interpreted within the early-nineteenthcentury interest in the Picturesque, which is undoubtedly a major factor in the Greek Revival in Edinburgh. 26 While it is certainly true, however, that the Greek Revival in Scotland did not have the same political overtones as it did in America, and that the connections between the two were not political, there is certainly nothing either baffling or annoying to this Scotsman in the suggestion that both the Greek Revival in general and the idea of Edinburgh as Athens in particular held some kind of political significance, albeit a different one from that of the Greek Revival in the United States. Indeed, it will be argued that it is precisely its political significance that gave the notion of Modern Athens its relevance and its right to claim modernity.
As our previous discussion has shown, "Modern Athens" emerged as an idea in the early nineteenth century, in the years immediately following the defeat of Napoleonic To demonstrate this, four main areas will be discussed. First, we will consider the proposals to improve the city published in 1752 by Sir Gilbert Elliot of Minto. Second, we will reviewJames Craig's plan for the first New Town of 1767, to see what it can tell us about the city's image of itself; third, we will consider the contribution of Robert Adam to the city of Edinburgh; finally, we will return to the National Monument and the other buildings on the Calton Hill.
In the short-to-medium term, the Act of Union of 1707 was a bad thing for Edinburgh. After political power, in the form of a Scottish Parliament and government, was lost, the aristocratic elite moved to London. Although the Union was unpopular across most of Scotland, the Edinburgh mob that tried to prevent the treaty being signed perhaps had more cause than most to voice their objections because of the loss of status and economic power that resulted for their city. The first section of the pamphlet makes the connection between the prosperity of a nation and the beauty, situation, and amenity of its capital. In this connection it deals with the contrast between Edinburgh and London. London has every advantage: "Even upon the most superficial view, we cannot fail to remark its healthful, unconfined situation, upon a large plain, gently shelving towards the Thames."s1 Elliot goes on to praise its beautiful streets and squares, its bridges and great public buildings, including the two houses of Parliament and the Law Courts. One of the major benefits of all of this is the economic well-being, not only of London, but of the whole of South Britain (i.e., England). Edinburgh, by contrast, is presented as a city of horrendous congestion, with poor amenities and almost entirely lacking in the great public buildings we would expect a capital city to have. On the other hand, unlike some other authors, Elliot did not write off the situation of Edinburgh, beyond the medieval walls that still encompassed it: "The healthfulness of its situation, and its neighbourhood to the Forth, must no doubt be admitted as very favourable circumstances."52 The area to the north of the city, with a large area of land gently sloping down to the river, is remarkably similar to the site of London as described by Elliot, and the implication is clear that Edinburgh, by expanding beyond its historical boundaries, could enjoy a situation similar to that of London, with many of the benefits that accrued to the English capital. Moreover, just as the beauty and prosperity of London brought prosperity to the whole of South Britain, so the development of the Scottish capital would bring benefits to the whole of North Britain. Edinburgh, therefore, would become a capital again, but firmly within the context of union and therefore offering no kind of political threat to London. So, in the Proposals and in the plan of the New Town, it can be argued that Edinburgh negotiated for itself an identity and a role that drew on Roman imperial ideas and allowed the city to walk a line between improvement and civilization, on the one hand, and Anglicization and conquest, on the other. Edinburgh was to be the Lutetia (Paris) or Caesarea of the North; it was certainly no Athens.59 As the eighteenth century progressed, however, and as the New Town project gathered pace, a more confident and assured vision of the city was established.
Proposals therefore is very much a document of the
Before returning to Edinburgh's relationship with Athens, it is worth pausing to consider the contribution of the greatest architect active in Edinburgh in the eighteenth century. In the work of Robert Adam, we find a much more European, neoclassical, and, indeed, Roman vision compared with anything that had been built in Edinburgh before. His contribution was crucial to the establishment of a new and confident self-image for the city. Adam was consistent in his demand for unity and monumental classicism. He also displayed an almost Romantic streak that allowed him, first, to imagine that Edinburgh was really Rome, and second, to attempt to exploit the peculiar topography of the city to a far greater degree than any of his contemporaries and in a manner that looked forward to the earlynineteenth-century Picturesque and Greek Revival.
His famous proposals for South Bridge show a Romantic, classical vision of Edinburgh as the Rome, rather than the Athens, of the North (Figure 13 However, this neoclassical city that Adam imagined for Edinburgh was not to be Rome, and although his supreme confidence, his sensitivity to the unique topography of the city, and his emphasis on monumental, classical, urban design were all key influences on the subsequent development of the New Town, Edinburgh's identity within a Unionist and imperialist British state could not be Rome; once again, the Scottish capital would have to defer to London.
All of which brings us back to the Calton Hill and the decision to build the National Monument. The general background to this has already been discussed, and the idea that Edinburgh's identification with Athens should be seen as the culmination of a tendency that goes back to the time of the Union has also been outlined. Within that imperial context, and in the context of the classical, mainly Roman, imagery that was frequently used, some of the arguments that were aired at the time of the debate over the National Monument are particularly relevant.
One author, Archibald Alison, a member of the committee of contributors responsible for overseeing the construction of the monument,62 writing in 1819, set the entire project within the context of the Union and the empire.63 He considered two areas: first, the justification for building a monument at all, and, second, the rationale for copying the Parthenon.
Briefly, Alison's first argument held that history shows that great advances in arts, sciences, and philosophy are made in small states, where "the human mind arrives at its greatest perfection," and "the freest scope is afforded both to the grandeur of moral, and the brilliancy of intellectual character."64 The examples he cited were Athens and the Italian cities of the Renaissance. The undeniable problem that these states faced, however, was the danger of annihilation at the hands of much stronger, barbarous foes. Incorporation within a larger unit would avoid that problem but could lead to stagnation and decadence.65 In the British context, the danger was that Edinburgh might become a Venice, Lyons, or Toulouse-"a provincial town, supported only by the occasional influx of gentlemen."66 The way to avoid this, the argument ran, was an arrangement whereby the smaller state would be able to maintain a degree of independence within the larger while enjoying the various advantages in trade, defense, and other activities that their incorporation would bring.67
In 1819, this was the key argument in justifying a separate National Monument to the War Dead for Scotland. It was felt that a degree of independence would be good for Edinburgh, for Scotland, and for England, because it would maintain a certain meaningful rivalry between the two nations that would be creative and would benefit the new imperial nation as a whole. The monument would do this, not simply by acting as a focus of national pride in the exploits of the Scottish military, but because it would be, in effect, the "Westminster Abbey of the North,"68 meaning that Scotsmen of genius would be commemorated there and would provide an influx of talent and genius-dead, it is true, but inspirational nonetheless.
The next question is, of course, Why Greek? We have considered some of the fundamental reasons, but others were also given. These ranged from the association of Greek Doric, especially in the minds of the classically educated, with the "severe virtues and manly character of war"69 to the effect that such a pure model would have on the public edifices of the city (and possibly the country).70 There were even arguments at this time in other sources that the original was past saving and that Edinburgh, the new Athens, was the most appropriate place to build a replacement. Relative to this notion is the idea, already mentioned in connection with Hugh "Grecian" Williams, that the Calton Hill proposal was about the "restoration" of the Parthenon.71 The benefits of this would include the inspiration the building would provide to architects and craftsmen. It would also be instructive to the population at large who would come to muse upon the military prowess of Scottish arms as well as the achievements of the other great individuals who might be commemorated there. Moreover, Edinburgh's claim to cultural supremacy would be boosted, as people flocked to the city from elsewhere in order to study "the rules of taste" that the building would come to represent. One of the effects of all this, the author hoped, would be that Edinburgh's elite would choose to stay in the city, preventing, in other words, the provincialism that he had identified as an inherent danger of the Union. In this respect, the author, once again, can be seen to belong to a long line of Edinburgh writers whose starting point was to provide in Edinburgh a counterweight to the attractions of London. Elliot's 1752 Proposals and the whole New Town project fall into this category, and it was also an important motive for those behind the National Monument project. Once again, Edinburgh's identity was to be defined mainly in relation to London.
It should be stressed, however, that the identity that is Hamilton's building has been recognized almost since the day it was opened as one of the great buildings of the Greek Revival. Hamilton had never visited Greece and therefore was reliant on published sources for his detailed design. However, an indication of his mastery of the material and of his originality as an architect can be seen in the way that he avoids the obvious cliches of the Greek Revival, even though he uses some of the obvious sources. He was certainly aware of the context in which he was working and produced a design that was functionally excellent and stylistically appropriate to the building's purpose and to the emerging symbolic themes of the hill. That this was part of his task seems clear from the Lord Provost's speech at the foundation on 28 July 1825:
We trust, also, that instead of deforming this much admired hill, the building proposed to be erected will form one of the finest pictures in the scene, and will accord well with the natural beauties of the place, and with the other edifices which are soon to be raised in the vicinity.77
Hamilton was certainly successful in achieving this, and it is almost impossible to assess his building without considering it in relation to the National Monument, which was rising at the same time Hamilton has also cleverly orchestrated his sources so that the hill can be interpreted in terms of agora and acropolis; that is, the High School represents the agora, and the National Monument, the acropolis. The relevant sources here are the Theseion, taken from Stuart and Revett, for the portico of the school, and the generic type of the stoa, which is represented by the colonnades across the front of the building. Every agora had a stoa, and the Athenian agora also had a temple to Hephaestus-the Theseion. There is, therefore, an explicit Athenian link, which gives this functional building a very important role to play in the inter- 
